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New Access continues its expansion strategy
Geneva (Switzerland), July 16th, 2013 – New Access SA, a leading provider of front
office solutions to banks and financial institutions, in its continued expansion to
strengthen its product development team, today announced the recruitment of a
swathe of highly experienced industry professionals.
“New Access continues to attract professionals with extensive industry knowledge”
commented Nello Conte, Chief Technical Officer at New Access. “I have worked with
many of the new team during my time at HP and they are all very aware of the market
expectations in terms of technology platforms, development and security.” Conte
continued.
Nello Conte is tasked with driving the planned business expansion at New Access.
Nello and his team will manage the software architecture development ensuring New
Access is at the forefront of new and innovative product development projects.
The new development team members are:
Hicham Aissaoui – an experienced professional in secured technology applications
who will enhance the security layer of New Access solutions.
Fabio Benigni - has extensive experience in enterprise systems with both open source
and legacy systems and will lead the architecture of New Access products.
Marino Lapietra - has a wide knowledge of regulatory compliance to support the
implementation regulation rules and define business process.
Giulio Napoli – an expert in Cloud Architecture who will support the strategy to move
next generation of products to SaaS and PaaS models.
“Adding talent of this calibre brings us closer to our technical basis for our new
generation of products. Our new colleagues all have extensive experience and
understand the discipline and culture of working in large international companies.”
comments John Perks, CEO of New Access.
New Access Group

New Access is a leader in the banking software industry, providing best of breed front
office solutions to banks and other financial institutions. Specialists in supporting client
relationship management, portfolio management, regulatory compliance, on boarding
process, document management and reporting. New Access solutions bring added
value by supporting a client centric approach to all interactions that its customers have
with their clients.
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